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Abstract: We report on a novel evaluation framework to globally assess the footprint of smart cities
and communities (SCC) projects, being also expandable to the case of smart grid related projects. The
uniform smart city evaluation (USE) framework is constructed upon three complementary evaluation
axes: the first one aims to weigh up the success of a SCC project based on performance metrics against
pre-defined project-specific target values. The second axis focuses on the project’s impact towards
the sustainability of a city and it is bench-marked against national and international key objectives
arising from strategic plans. This bench-marking feeds the third axis which provides a more inclusive
evaluation against four pre-defined and widely acclaimed sectors of interest. The steps to be followed
for the uniform evaluation of each axis and corresponding index are presented in detail, including
necessary key performance indicator (KPI) normalization, weighting, and aggregation methods. The
resulting indices’ scores for each axis (namely project performance index, sustainability impact index,
and sustainability performance index) can be post-processed with adequate data processing and
visualization tools to extract important information on the extent to which the range of success of a
SCC project contributes to the city sustainability progress. Illustrative examples from an on-going
SCC project are provided to highlight the strengths of the approach. The proposed framework can
be used to compare multiple projects within a city and sustainability and project performance in
different cities, evaluate the interventions chosen per project against city needs, benchmark and
design future projects (with, e.g., reverse engineering, projections), as well as evaluate various spatial
and temporal scales.
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1. Introduction and Motivation
Smart and sustainable cities have been receiving increased interest from scholars and
municipal stakeholders over the past 10 years, in the hopes of contributing to sustainable
development goals (SDG) [1] and realising a prosperous climate-neutral future and better
quality of life [2]. Nowadays, over 55% of the world’s population lives in cities and urban
areas [3], while approximately 75% of the world’s energy consumption and almost a similar
share of global anthropogenic carbon emissions is attributed to cities [4]. The need for
combating those major challenges of urbanization and climate change led to the rapid
development of various smart city initiatives, such as the C40 Cities [5], Daring Cities [6],
Covenant of Mayors [7], Smart Cities Information System (SCIS) [8], 100 Intelligent Cities
Challenge [9], Energy Cities [10], etc. Their main focus is on policies and measures that
aim to accelerate energy transition and reduce greenhouse gas (GHG), as well as other
pollutant emissions at city level [11], while actively engaging citizens in urban regeneration
schemes [12]. The design of transformative policies towards recovery from the current
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COVID-19 pandemic crisis is also of vital importance for urban sustainable development
due to changes caused in the working environments and the use of buildings [13]. In the
European Union (EU), several smart cities and communities (SCC) projects foster solutions
pertaining to energy, mobility, and information and communication technology (ICT) in
order to transform cities into smart, green, liveable, and sustainable, as well as exchange
know-how in terms of project results, best practices and lessons learnt [14–16].
An important component for designing and implementing a smart city concept is
the evaluation of the impact of the demonstrated solutions and actions [17,18] against a
city’s sustainability vision [19,20]. This assessment process needs a common and shareable
evaluation framework which can measure the effectiveness of the interventions in relation
to smart city development and sustainable performance progress [21,22]. Such an evaluation framework can be used as a decision support tool for policy makers and financiers to
evaluate smart city interventions and compare how impactful each intervention is for a
city or assess what types of interventions create a greater impact in different cities with
varying contextual characteristics. A comprehensive and simplified framework can also
act towards enabling the engagement of high power and highly interested stakeholders,
i.e., governance, technology, and service providers, and energy utilities early on, which is
critical for the successful implementation of smart city solutions, while it can also be used
for raising citizen awareness on the impact of the proposed interventions.Currently, evaluation frameworks rely on the definition and use of key performance indicators (KPI) [22,23]
that quantify project results based on quantitative or qualitative data in order to assess
how close cities are to meet their goals and provide a comprehensive analysis regarding
smart and sustainable performance and progress [24]. The development of an evaluation
framework lies in individual indicators which either constitute an indicator set or they
form a composite index. An indicator set is a group of single non-aggregated indicators
relevant to pre-defined performance dimensions constituting a simple indicator evaluation
framework for a project or a city performance. A composite index or system is a single
and comparable metric based on normalization, weighting, and aggregation methods of
multiple indicators [25],that provide as a final output a ranking of the overall performance
levels of a range of evaluations [26].
Typically, sustainability is characterized by complexity and multidimensionality, and
is expressed by various domains and typologies [27]. This is also the case for urban sustainability, due to the fact that cities are complex and multidisciplinary ecosystems [28] with
many differences in a variety of features such as population, geography, climate and environment, natural resources, capital, culture, infrastructure, etc. In this regard, significant
challenges and issues arise when it comes to the strategic planning and assessment of urban
sustainability [29]. Some of the most common challenges pertain to discrepancies in the
definition, theoretical modeling and scope of urban sustainability, while a variety of urban
sustainability concepts have been contrived, namely the sustainable city, the smart city,
the eco-city, the low-carbon city, the green city, etc. [30]. Other issues stem from deficiencies in the inclusive aspects, incompatibility of different solution approaches and limited
connection between the concepts of sustainable cities and smart cities in the urban model,
narrowing the effectiveness of sustainable transformation. We note here as an example the
design of weak instead of strong sustainability schemes; a strong sustainability perspective
assumes complementarity of human-made and natural capital in urban areas, while weak
sustainability assumes that technology can substitute resources and ecology [31]; Moreover,
deviations are also observed between the planned project and city goals and global targets
set towards sustainability and smartness. More specifically, smart city projects tend to
follow an evaluation approach based on specific project objectives, business models, and
expected impacts of the engaged cities, rendering the comparability with other projects or
cities difficult or unfeasible. The effective incorporation of key aspects that consider the
urban smart-sustainability fix [32], address, and converge the different conceptual paths
of urban sustainability [29] and link properly the concepts of smart city and sustainable
city [33,34] in the urban ecosystem, will help projects and consequently cities to achieve
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multiple objectives. To this end, urban sustainability assessment can be designed following
an integrated approach focusing on a solid and unified evaluation process of project-based
and city-oriented progress capable of generating clear, sufficient, understandable, and
ready-for-benchmarking results and conclusions for all projects and cities.
In this context, this paper builds upon the body of knowledge around the evaluation
of sustainability in cities and concentrates on developing and proposing an easy-to-use
and versatile evaluation framework for assessing and comparing the success of a project
and the extent to which it contributes to the city sustainability progress against EU goals.
We aim to answer four research questions, furthering the state of the art as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are the main frameworks used to evaluate cities in terms of sustainability and
smartness and which are their attributes and shortcomings?
How a SCC project can evaluate its performance against pre-defined targets?
How a SCC project can holistically evaluate its contribution and impact towards the
sustainable goals of a city?
How results achieved by each smart city can be comparable against other ones, on a
common basis, accounting though that for each city there are specificities
How can one evaluate in a fair and transparent way multiple SCC projects, as well as
cities as whole promoting comparability and replication potential?

Question 1 is being addressed in Section 2 where an extensive literature review and
analysis has been performed. The proposed evaluation framework (the uniform smart
city evaluation—USE framework) tackles questions 2–5 in a cyclic, inclusive manner
under a three-axes approach. By adopting USE framework, the impact, performance,
and sustainability potential of smart city projects can be assessed in parallel while the
framework can be used to compare multiple projects within a city, as well as sustainability
and project performance in different cities, evaluate the interventions chosen per project
against city needs, benchmark and design future projects (with, e.g., reverse engineering,
projections), as well as evaluate various spatial and temporal scales.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview
of common urban sustainability and smartness indices, their main characteristics and
problematic elements. In Section 3, we present our newly developed uniform smart
city evaluation (USE) framework composed of three axes or indices, namely: (i) project
performance index (PPI), (ii) project sustainability impact (PSI) index, and (iii) sustainability
performance index (SPI). The necessary methods and tools for calculating the indices
under the USE framework are detailed in Section 4 while the step-by-step calculation
procedure per index is presented in Section 5. In Section 6, a set of illustrative examples
from an ongoing SCC project is provided showing how the framework works in terms
of weighting, aggregating, and scoring of indicators. We discuss on necessary steps
and current limitations and shortcomings in Section 7 while concluding remarks and
suggestions for future research are presented in the last section of the article (Section 8).
2. Review of Urban Sustainability and Smartness Evaluation Frameworks and Indices
In order to provide an overview about the main characteristics, inclusive aspects,
methodological approaches, and limitations of the frameworks and indices developed for
the topic of urban sustainability, an extensive literature review and analysis was carried
out based on a series of latest research studies, and several indexing reports published
in the field. The screening process of both scientific and gray literature was conducted
with the aid of several search engines and online databases, e.g., Scopus, Web of Science,
ScienceDirect, Google Scholar, etc., with a view to include a wide spectrum of journals,
books, and technical reports with high relevance to smart city and urban sustainability
assessment. The purpose of this bibliographical search was to identify the most well-known
and widely-accepted city sustainability and smartness indices, frameworks, and studies
from the last decade (after year 2012). A generic search was performed by typing keywords
such as “urban sustainability” AND “assessment”, “smartness” AND “assessment”, “urban
sustainability” AND “evaluation framework”, “urban sustainability” AND “index”, “smart
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city” AND “index”, “smart and sustainable cities” AND “ranking” OR “concept”, and so
forth. Then, the abstracts and titles of the most relevant articles were examined in order to
select potential references that align with the scope and the inclusion criteria of this research.
The review of gray literature pertinent to the area of urban sustainability and smart city
indices were also considered at this stage to extract available information and potential
frameworks. The studies from both categories that passed the initial filtering process went
through a full read and review, and only scientific or technical material with sufficient
methodological content and contribution in the field was included in the final inventory of
papers and reports which were analyzed in detail. A similar approach has been followed in
Ref. [35], where the main drivers for increased city smartness have been studied. We note
that even though sustainability goes beyond local and urban areas, and several composite
indices tackle country or global scale evaluation (e.g., the Climate Change Performance
Index 2021 [36], the Energy Trilemma Index 2020 [37], the Environmental Performance
Index 2020 (EPI) [38], the Energy Transition Index 2021 (ETI) [39]), we have restricted
our study to urban sustainability and smartness at district and city level. Our research
indicates that a variety of models and tools have been developed for the evaluation and
comparability of smartness and sustainability in urban areas [40,41]. These tools are based
on composite indices that assess critical dimensions of sustainability and smartness, but
only few of them combine features and qualities of both aspects. A good example of a
composite index offered also as an interactive tool, that introduces both technology maturity
and sustainability aspects in urban development is the networked society city index [42].
Another initiative on an EU level and under the European Green Capital framework, is the
Green City tool [43], aiming to facilitate sustainable urban planning with a main focus on
offering best practices and guidance. It provides a simple, straightforward tool but limited
to generic qualitative inputs of self-assessment for cities. In general, composite indices
provide some key outcomes, such as ranking and benchmarking of cities, facilitating
research and analysis in the urban design [44] and assisting in sharing knowledge for the
development of smart and sustainable cities [45]. However, given that city sustainability
entails a multitude of aspects and domains[46], all these evaluation frameworks and indices
present methodological gaps and conflicts, as they capitalize on different definitions of
urban performance and development [47] while showing imbalance between smartness and
sustainability [34]. Table 1 summarizes the most important composite indices associated
with sustainability or smartness aspects at urban level, along with a brief presentation of
their benefits and shortcomings.
Although there are many similarities among characteristics of evaluation frameworks,
rating systems, or composite indices, they differ considerably in conceptualization, focus,
and goals, due to the determined diverse city needs, boundaries and expected outcomes of
the smart and sustainable cities under assessment, as well as the perspectives of the relevant
stakeholders and experts. A majority of applications, experiments, projects and initiatives
use as a guiding principle the “triple bottom line (TBL)” in order to evaluate sustainability
performance which integrates social, economic, and environmental variables [48]. A good
illustration of this is the China’s urban sustainability indices (USI), the last version of which
launched in 2016 and uses 23 indicators categorized into the three dimensions of TBL
for ranking one hundred and 85 Chinese cities of diverse sizes and development stages
assessing their sustainability performance level between 2006 and 2014 [49]. A primary
issue with the China USI indices is that they not adequately address smartness aspects.
Furthermore, some indices represent strong sustainability while other weak sustainability
assessment. A representative index with strong sustainability criteria is the sustainable
development of energy, water, and environment systems index (SDEWES) that assesses the
sustainable performance of one-hundred twenty (120) cities across seven (7) dimensions,
while identifying also best practices for policy learning and adoption [50]. There are
also indices that primarily focus on environmental sustainability, such as the European
Green City Index which is grounded on 30 individual indicators to assess and compare
the environmental performance of 30 big European cities from different countries [51], or
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indices that explore only specific urban aspects, such as urban mobility, air quality, business
development, etc. [52], e.g., the index developed by Collins et al. (2019) that builds upon
geographic, meteorological, and socio-economic data and K-means clustering to determine
which out of 119 U.S. cities included in the analysis are bicycling-friendly cities [53].
Several indices also have drawbacks that lie in the difference and multiplicity of the
data sources used for results’ comparison, owing to lack of data for some indicators or
even due to inconsistency of the framework approach. In some cases, country-level data
are utilized or extrapolation techniques are implemented, while data are also obtained
from other indices to calculate a number of their metrics (e.g., Reference [54,55]). In the
case of a city evaluated by two or more different indices, results lead to diverse type of
rankings, implying an indication of subjectivity. A good illustration of this is the city
of London when assessed via the IESE Cities in Motion Index 2020 and the IMD Smart
City Index 2020. The city ranks top in the first index and on the fifteenth place in the
second, due to the different approaches in the smart and sustainable city concept and its
dimensions, as well as the number of cities and indicators of city evaluation between the two
indices, leading to extremely difficult comparison of results. In addition, major differences
and incoherences are observed among composite indices regarding the normalization,
weighting, and aggregation methods used to evaluate performance.
At the project level of evaluation, an important issue is that, usually, the targets set by
the local communities and cities vary significantly from key policies and objectives defined
in the strategic plans which are in alignment with wider smart city, urban sustainability,
and energy transition aspects, e.g., EU key objectives and directives. Each project uses their
own assessment methods and capitalizes on sustainability aspects based on their needs. For
example, the evaluation frameworks of the EU funded SCC projects +CityxChange [56] and
SPARCS [57] differ noticeably in their methodological approaches: +CityxChange builds
upon a framework that aims to evaluate the impact of the project interventions at demo-site
level by a simplified SCIS-based (SCIS refers to the smart city information system—an
SCC knowledge platform incorporating data reporting through pre-defined KPIs) and
project-defined indicator set, while SPARCS includes a part from SCIS a set of KPIs selected
from numerous frameworks and aims to use a data normalization methodology, in order
to provide an objective assessment of the project results. This leads to problematic interpretation and decision-making when assessing project performance levels or comparing
project results between cities or projects. In addition, the existing frameworks cannot be
used uniformly to evaluate the smart and sustainable features of cities, i.e., the overall city
sustainability, since they do not follow a similar monitoring procedure of their expected
impacts in terms of sustainability. For instance, the proposed framework by SHARING
CITIES project [58] entails a list of 129 indicators classified in six performance domains,
whereas ATELIER project [59] includes a set of 44 indicators in six performance domains,
domains which are not only different but also need to be normalized and aggregated
properly to provide information for comparing smartness and sustainability levels of the
participating cities.
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Table 1. Composite urban sustainability and smart city indices.

Index

Description

# of Ind.

Dimensions

Pros

Cons

European Green
Capital Award
(2010–2021) [60]

Extension of the Green City Index
(2009). It provides with an assessment and benchmarking analysis
about green and sustainable performance of the European cities

N/A

Air Quality, Energy, Mobility, Climate Change Mitigation,
Climate Change Adaptation,
Nature, Noise, Governance,
Water, Green growth and innovation, Land Use, and Waste
Energy, Waste, Water, Pollution, Mobility and Transport,
Plan and Design, Site and
Land; Social aspects, Governance Management, City Planning and Innovation, Transparency; Economy’s Local Aspect, Labor and Finance

Enables sharing of experiences and
best practices among cities; Introduces in parallel an award for the
medium-sized cities-the European
Green Leaf and the Green City Tool;
Motivates cities
Strong sustainability perspective;
Based on the TBL pillar while including also governance aspects as
a 4th key sustainability pillar; Selects indicators via using and analyzing both worldwide-accepted
and less-used frameworks; Alignment with SDGs;

Not based on all aspects of
urban sustainability/focuses on
environmental sustainability;
Not suitable for global benchmarking, as it is EU-based index
and tool;
Not sufficient for smartness aspects; No evaluation metrics nor
calculation methodology for the
index is provided; The list of indicators is not final due to data
availability issues;

104

Urban Space, Mobility and
Transport, Building and Housing, Air Quality, Energy, Water and Waste, Economy, Social
and Well-being, Governance
and Institutional

Two levels of evaluation: city level
and project level; Assesses both sustainability and smartness; Accompanied by the “STILE” web-based
tool that calculates and visualizes
project results and city progress and
creates base-cases; Includes metrics
related with SDGs;

Project-specific
framework
based only on defined KPIs;
Limited holistic evaluation in
terms of sustainability potential;
Indirect evaluation of project’s
success against its own goals

101

Human capital, Social cohe- Broad geographical coverage across
sion, Economy, Governance, 80 countries; In-depth research
Environment, Mobility and based on interviews with city leadTransport, Urban Planning, ers and research experts; Identifies
International
Outreach, the Strengths and Weaknesses of the
Technology
174 cities

Lack of data for some indicators;
Indicators related to countrylevel were assigned to city-level;
The number of variables included may be insufficient to
capture the complexity of each
dimension;

A general diagnosis of the sustainIndicators Frame- able nature of the urban environwork for Sustain- ment, that considers 32 different
able Urban De- scope-oriented international framesign 2020[61]
works and tools to investigate the
strongest and weakest points of
sustainability, using 4 main subindices: social, environmental, economic, governance
An holistic evaluation approach
REMOURBAN
of an Urban Regeneration Model
Framework for using two composite indices and
Smartness and 3 measurable objectives towards
Sustainability in smart (Sm) and sustainable (Su)
Cities 2020 [22]
transformation of the engaged
cities, based on existing knowledge
from other SCC projects, ISO standards, SDGs, etc.
IESE Cities in Mo- Measurement of city sustainability
tion Index (CIMI) and smartness with regard to the
2020 [62]
quality of life of their inhabitants,
and ranking of 174 cities, 79 of
which are capitals

48
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Table 1. Cont.

Index

Description

# of Ind.

Dimensions

Pros

Cons

IMD-SUTD
Smart City Index
2020 [63]

Ranks 109 cities worldwide based
on 2 smart pillars and 5 key dimensions by capturing the perceptions
of 120 residents in each city

39

Health and Safety, Mobility,
Activities,
Opportunities,
and Governance

Recognizes that not all cities start
from the same development level,
nor with same set of advantages;
Considers priority areas for cities

The Global Cities
Index
(GCI)
2020 [64]

Measures the international standing
of 151 cities globally across five dimensions, resulting in city rankings
in terms of business opportunities
and economic innovation

29

Business Activity, Human Capital, Information Exchange,
Cultural Experience, Political Engagement

Outlines new challenges and priorities in the business sector; Provides
a snapshot of how COVID-19 has
shattered the status-quo; Reflects
emerging geographies

Evaluates and ranks major cities
of the world (48) according to
their comprehensive power level
in terms of average well-being
and access to urban facilities, in
order to attract people, capital,
and enterprises
Urban Develop- Aims to measure the level of susment Index (UDI) tainable development in the city
2020 [47]
of Rio-de-Janeiro via benchmarking
with other four cities, based on an
equal weighting approach

70

Economy,
Research
and
Development,
Cultural
Interaction, Liveability, Environment, Accessibility

Function-specific ranking; Focuses
on the development state of cities
including a broad set of factors; Examines changes in working styles
and people commuting owing to
COVID-19

32

Capitalizing on 4 knowledgebased urban development
(KBUD)
pillars:
economy, society, environment,
and governance

Provides a baseline for how a city
is positioned in relation to others
and determines how to improve its
urban performance; comprehensive
structure of 8 target groups

Mercer’s Quality
of Living City
Ranking (QoL)
2020 [66]

39

Political and social, economic, City-to-city index comparison that
socio-cultural, health, edu- quantifies the difference in the qualcation, public services and ity of living between any two cities;
transportation,
recreation, Provision of data on quality of livconsumer goods, housing, ing that help employees sent to
natural environment
work abroad, students, etc.

Not evaluating key sustainability aspects, e.g., environmental, climate, and energy performance; Inconsistency of data in
some cases
Focuses only on business innovation and economy; Not primarily based on smart city technology and urban sustainability pertaining to environmental issues
Does not address sufficiently
smartness aspects; Includes a
limited number of indicators
for energy performance, governance, etc.; Differs conceptually with the 3-pillar sustainability approach
Does not entail resource efficiency, energy transition and climate change aspects; Renewable energy and air quality indicators not included; Data used
from other indices
Not suitable for evaluating overall sustainable development
progress nor smartness; Not including aspects pertaining to resource efficiency, technology, energy, and climate targets

Global
Power
City Index (GPCI)
2020 [65]

Assesses living conditions for 140
cities against generally accepted
standards and gives recommendations to potential employees for assigned destinations
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Table 1. Cont.

Index

Description

The Global Live- Assesses which locations among
ability
Index 140 cities worldwide provide the
(GLI) 2019 [67]
best or the worst living conditions
based on 5 evaluation areas
Lisbon ranking Ranks 28 European capital cities
for smart sustain- based on how smart and sustainable cities (LRSC) able they are by using data from
2019 [52]
a single open database (Eurostat),
and conducting hierarchical clustering and PCA
Smart
Sustain- Assesses and analyzes the develable Cities China opment state of 35 smart cities in
(SSCC) 2019 [68]
China by combining principal component analysis (PCA) and back
propagation (BP) techniques
ESI Thoughtlab Benchmarks data from 100 cities, in
Hyper-connected order to provide an evidence-based
City
Index roadmap that cities can use to be2019 [69]
come hyperconnected urban centers of the future
EasyPark Smart Performs a sophisticated analysis of
Cities
Index the world’s most technologically ad2019 [70]
vanced cities, offering a clear cityto-city breakdown of key indicators
and ranking the top 100
Arcadis Sustain- Explores city sustainability from the
able Cities Index perspective of the citizen and in(SCI) 2018 [71]
vestigates how different cities enable different citizen groups to meet
their particular needs

# of Ind.

Dimensions

Pros

30

Stability, Healthcare, Culture
and Environment, Education, Infrastructure

32

TBL-oriented: Economy, Environment, Society further broken down into six smartness topics each; Linked to
UNECE-ITU Smart Sustainable
Cities Framework
Technological
Innovation,
Smart Economy, Smart Infrastructure, Smart Services, Smart
Mobility, Smart Environment

Quantifies the challenges to an indi- Based on living conditions; Not
vidual’s lifestyle in any given loca- adequate focus on sustainability
tion, and allows for direct compari- and smartness; differs conceptuson between locations
ally with the 3-pillar approach
Validated with other urban ranking Does not cover adequately
systems; Highlights the top 3 indi- some themes of smart and
cators with impact on ranking; Sen- sustainable cities; Limited set
sitivity analysis associates the cities’ of final variables selected to
score with key variables, such as lo- characterize city smartness
cation, population
and sustainability
Introduces a factor-driven smart de- Focuses on technology or does
velopment pattern for cities; The not cover sufficiently all parts
PCA-BP neural network combina- of smart and sustainable cities
tion optimizes the validity of the (e.g., climate and energy perforsystem evaluation
mance of cities)
Universal spatial scope (cities from Major focus on smart city tech52 countries worldwide); Barriers nology and economy, thus it
for cities identified; Coherent in- does not adequately address key
formation and analysis and inputs sustainability aspects
from survey and interviews
Covers a wide range of regions, pri- Does not address adequately uroritizing capitals and financial cen- ban sustainability aspects; Lack
ters; Offers interesting insights into of climate and energy perforsmart infrastructure and smart city mance related with key policies;
technology in cities
Major emphasis on technology
Aligned to the SDGs and tracks Several indicators have outlyprogress against commitments; In- ing values; In some cases only
troduces city clusters based on eight national-level data are taken (inarchetypes highlighting how cities stead of city-based)
are perceived by citizens

22

37

Technology, Data, and analytics Cybersecurity, Citizen connectivity and engagement

24

Transport and Mobility, Sustainability, Governance, Economy, Digitalization, Cybersecurity, Living Standard, Expert
Perception
TBL: Social, Environmental, Economic

32

Cons
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Table 1. Cont.

Index

# of Ind.

Dimensions

Sustainability
Assesses the sustainability of 106
Assessment
cities worldwide as a function
Fuzzy Evaluation of two main inputs, ecology and
(SAFE) 2017 [72]
well-being
Ericsson
Net- Measures the performance of 41
worked Society cities from two perspectives: their
City Index (NSCI) maturity in ICT and TBL, with par2016 [42]
ticular regard to sustainable urban
development in a connected society

46

Ecological input: air, land, and Grouping of cities according to gewater; Well-being input: econ- ography and economy; sensitivity
omy, education, health, and analysis identifies inputs that most
civic environment
affect sustainability
TBL development and ICT Combines properly technology and
maturity both divided into sustainability aspects; Introduces
three dimensions:
social- the city boundaries concept to capeconomic-environment and ture how cities perform in relaICT infrastructure, ICT afford- tion to absolute targets; Online tool;
ability, ICT usage
Worldwide spatial scope

The China Urban
Sustainability
Index
2016
(USI) [49]

Examines the sustainability level of
185 Chinese cities of different sizes
and various development stages
with emphasis on societal and environmental indicators

23

Economy, Society, Resources,
and Environment

Sustainable Development
of
Energy,
Water,
and
Environment
Systems
Index (SDEWES)
2015 [50]

Benchmarks the performance of 120
cities across energy, water, and environment systems towards promoting policy learning, action, and cooperation and bringing cities closer
to sustainable development

35

Energy and Climate, CO2 emissions, Water Usage, Environmental Quality, Urban Planning, R&D and Policy

A synthetic index based on the Local Agenda 21 concept for the city
of Barcelona and related sustainability and quality of life aspects,using
PCA for the analysis, as well as
the aggregation of a set of indicators, towards summarizing smart
city performance

24

Green spaces and biodiversity,
Public space, Mobility, Environmental, and Air Quality, Energy, and Natural Resources,
Waste, Social Cohesion, Economic Activity, Culture, Education, Cooperation

Local Agenda 21
Synthetic Index
2015 [73]

Description

49

Pros

Cons
Does not address smartness
aspects, e.g., smart infrastructure, technology, energy, mobility, etc.
Limited number of cities; Difficulties and constraints may
be occurred when adding new
cities; Provides only a ranking
of cities while not offering scorebased evaluation per dimension
or indicator
Does not adequately address
smartness aspects; Based on the
national laws of China for urban
sustainability

Includes all levels of cities and reflects the full China’s landscape;
Acts as a means of quantifying
urban growth and development,
rather than a static benchmarking tool
Best practices are identified based Smart technology aspects not
on the top cities in each dimen- sufficiently included; Main fosion; City pairing for policy learn- cus on energy, climate and enviing; Increased geographical diver- ronmental sustainability while
sity; Aligned with city goals/SDGs; not addressing economic and
Mapping cities in an Atlas /interac- business issues
tive table of results
Proposes real-time data monitoring Limited scope and evaluation
instead of usage of historical stats; with the final used set of indiPhysical and non-physical data and cators; No calculation methodhighly correlated indicators; Com- ology for the index is provided;
pliance with LA 21 objectives; High- Not suitable for comparability
lights the need for smartness and of cities nor projects;
intelligence aspects;
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Table 1. Cont.

Index

Description

# of Ind.

Dimensions

Smart
Cities
Ranking of European Mediumsized
Cities
2014 [74]

Ranks and provides an analysis of
the characteristics of 77 medium
cities in Europe showing their
strengths and weaknesses by measuring smart city outcomes against
6 smart city dimensions
Entails 88 smart city initiatives in
20 smart cities (after a sampling hierarchy) to explore their contribution to the goals of the 2020 European strategy
Presents a total score of smart city
performance of 120 eligible cities
across the globe, based on the Smart
Cities while properly considering
also sustainability issues

74

Smart Economy, Smart Peo- It considers the challenges of
ple, Smart Mobility, Smart Liv- smaller cities which might be unexing, Smart Environment, Smart plored to a certain extent; Provides
Governance
with benchmarking and ranking

Multiple
data
sources—
indicators coming both from
the urban (local) but also from
the national level; Averaging
indicators at all levels

N/A

Smart Economy, Smart Peo- Project-based evaluation; Aligned
ple, Smart Mobility, Smart Liv- with EU strategy 2020;
ing, Smart Environment, Smart
Governance

Assesses cities against country’s
coverage of characteristics relative to an ideal of 100% coverage

62

Economy, People, Mobility, Living, Governance, Environment

Sustainable City
Index 2.0 (SCI 2.0)
2014 [76]

Evaluates 403 Dutch cities showing at a glance the level of
their sustainability

24

UN-Habitat’s
City
Prosperity Index (CPI)
2012 [77]

Evaluates the degree of prosperity
in the cities of the world based on
the concept of the wheel of urban
prosperity, a conceptual matrix that
symbolises the well-balanced development across five spokes
Evaluates and ranks performance
of cities against city concepts. Each
city receives a score out of 100 in
five city development models and a
total grade out of 500

17

Economic Well-being, Envi- Examines thoroughly the correlaronmental Well-being and Re- tion between various indicators; Resources circularity, Human sults can also be aggregated to the
Well-being
provinces’ level
Productivity, Infrastructure Aids the design of effective polDevelopment, Quality of Life, icy interventions; Allows to evaluEquity and Social Inclusion, ate, and report on city progress toEnvironmental
Sustain- wards the implementation of the SD
ability, Urban Governance, Agenda 2030; Depicts the strengths
and Legislation
or weaknesses of prosperity factors
Global Cities; Nice Cities; Highlights specific areas where a
Knowledge-intensive
net- city can be improved; Equally useworks;
Intelligent Cities; ful to individuals, businesses, acaCreative Cities;
demics and governments; Includes
both quantitative and qualitative
factors (well-balanced)

Lack of a unified approach-uses
and combines data from individual indicators and other indices, e.g., Mercer, Innovation
Cities Index; Indicator averaging at each level
Does not include governance aspects; Several data sources

Mapping Smart
Cities in the EU
2014 [75]

Boyd-Cohen
Smart City Index
Master Indicators
2014 [54]

CITYWEB Index
2012
(CityCard) [78]

21

Pros

Entails a multitude of indicators
addressing most of the factors of
smart and sustainable cities; Universal spatial scope in tandem with
regional characteristics

Cons

Does not address smartness
aspects, e.g., smart infrastructure, technology, energy, mobility, etc.

Weighting issues; Lack of consistency of the data Lack of data for
some categories or cities; Overlap of some indicators
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Taking these critical points into consideration, the relationship between a project’s
success and the impact this success has over the city sustainability progress remains an
issue that still requires further research. Cities’ sustainable performance evaluation should
on the one hand be reliant on the needs, visions, and strategies that address the peculiarities
of every city ecosystem, but on the other it should be based on a harmonized, holistic, and
unified approach able to benchmark the overall performance in terms of sustainability and
smartness for all projects and cities. In the following section (Section 3), we present a newly
developed framework (the USE framework) for the evaluation and progress assessment of
SCC projects along with their contribution towards a city’s sustainability targets.
3. The Uniform Smart City Evaluation (USE) Framework—A Common Framework for
SCC Projects and Cities
In a typical approach, cities construct internal projects (here we constrict ourselves to
SCC projects—projects that in one way or another contribute towards their sustainability)
in order to upgrade the functionalities, infrastructure, and services provided to their
citizens. These projects can be focused to a particular geographical area, or they can
cover extensive city regions and districts. Moreover, such projects can focus on a specific
intervention domain, such as energy consumption, grid flexibility, e-mobility, etc. It is thus
evident that a simple city sustainability index based on a pre-determined set of indicators
is inherently limited: it cannot track the progress and success of each project, neither can
it track the contribution and impact of each project to the sustainability of each city. In
addition, the aggregation of interventions and their impact from a building level to a whole
district and eventually to the city level is still ambiguous. For example, how do we choose
representative buildings in order to scale-up the evaluation of a city? A consensus needs to
be reached on these aggregation approaches and on the definition of the spatial scales (we
note here that a first attempt has already been made on an EU level—especially towards
positive energy districts—PEDs [79,80] and we adopt these conventions in this work as we
mention below).
To this respect, we propose a uniform smart city evaluation (USE) framework under
a triple axis approach as illustrated in Figure 1. The key objective of this framework is to
provide a method of identifying the extent to which the range of success of a SCC project
contributes to the city’s sustainability progress. It can be used to evaluate the interventions
chosen against real-time city needs, benchmark and design future projects (based on reverse
engineering, projections, etc.) and ultimately compare multiple projects within a city, as
well as sustainability performance between different cities. The ultimate goal for the
proposed framework is to propose global metrics that can be used as reference amid multi
and cross-disciplinary projects, promoting comparability, transparency, and uniformity on
various aggregation levels. To reach this goal, a series of policy-like decisions need to be
made so that these metrics can be adopted in a wide-scale (e.g., under the EU umbrella)
and we discuss the necessary steps and possible barriers in Section 7. Most importantly,
we promote the notion of common KPI repositories for a holistic evaluation of future SCC
projects that need to be determined. The USE framework consists of three evaluation axes
that aims to tackle the aforementioned objectives in a holistic and self-containing manner.
The first axis corresponds to the lower level of evaluation: the project performance
index (PPI). This index is being fed by the project success indicators (PSI)—KPI-like metrics
which are used to assess the successful (or not) implementation of each project’s interventions and their impact against pre-defined targets relevant to this specific project. PSIs
typically involve only monitored values of performance at a specific temporal scale after
the project’s start and in the case where the target values are linked to baseline values
(providing indications of percentage change for example), their estimation (prior to the
project’s start) rely on modeled and not actual up-to-date baseline values which should
reflect the current status just prior the monitoring phase. The definition of the PSIs is a
newly proposed concept [81,82], mostly relevant to EU-funded SCC projects with clear call
impact targets. We propose here their adoption by any SCC project and link them with the
PPI evaluation. To clarify this index, let us assume a district-wise project which aims to
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increase the uptake of public EV charging points inside the specific district. The project has
already set a target for this uptake to, e.g., three “new public EV charging points installed
inside the district by the end of the project”. This indicator is project-specific, assessed only
on pre-defined spatial and temporal scales and it is thus to be evaluated against this specific
pre-defined target value and not against long-term sustainability goals. It is thus a PSI,
in the sense that it should be measured and reported, and it provides a straight-forward
interpretation of what is done versus what is planned: did the specific project meet its goals
in the predefined SC focus, spatial and temporal levels? The aggregation of all PSIs lead to
the project performance index. In Section 5.1, we provide details on the methodological
approach for calculating the PPI with a step-by-step procedure and a complete flowchart.

Figure 1. The uniform smart city evaluation (USE) framework at a glance showcasing the threeaxes approach.

The second axis corresponds to the middle level of evaluation: the sustainability
impact index (SII). Its assessment focuses on the multi-dimensional impact that a particular
project has to the relevant to the project sustainable goals of a city and can be extracted
on any spatial and temporal scale of interest. It differs significantly from the PPI in the
following aspects:
•

•
•

The SSI is based on all the key performance indicators (KPI) defined in a SCC project
in contrast to the PPI which incorporates only the (limited in number) PSIs. The
KPIs are commonly linked to different dimensions (also called domains or categories
depending on the project) such as energy, economic, social, ICT, mobility, etc. The
SSI can thus assess the multi-dimensional performance of the project providing an
inclusive evaluation while also providing the possibility of sub-indexing per project’s
KPI dimension;
Each KPI target value is defined based on sustainability goals as proposed by national
or international goals and policies/best available practices;
The KPIs are assessed against actual baseline values (monitored before the project’s
start) and can, thus, directly showcase the progress of a city compared to the business
as usual (BaU) scenario.

To clarify the SII’s scope, let us consider again the aforementioned public EV charging
points uptake as an example. A relevant KPI to the defined PSI of “new public EV charging
points installed inside the district by the end of the project” would be “public EV charging
points installed per 1000 capita”. Let us restrict ourselves to a particular district A and let
us assume that the baseline value of this KPI is 2—the number of charging points per 1000
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capita inside district A before the project. The target value for this KPI can be considered as
5.7 public charging points/1000 capita inside the same district based on EU target values in
the Road2Zero scenario [83]. Let us now assume that the project has reached its PSI target
of 3 new EV charging points by the end of the project (which correspond to an increase in
baseline value to <3 points/1000 capita if we consider that >3000 capitas are living within
the defined district. It is evident that while the PPI has been achieved, the project has a mild
contribution towards the sustainable goal of the district (and by aggregating of the city). It
can be theorized that in order to achieve its sustainable goal the district needs to implement
an additional number of 3 similar projects. Of course, this example is too simplistic and
unidimensional, but it gives a first understanding of the scope of the SII. In Section 5.2, we
provide details on the proposed methodology for calculating the SII with a step-by-step
procedure and a complete flowchart, where all relevant input and initial conditions will be
further clarified (in addition to the complete illustrative example of Section 6.
The third and last axis corresponds to the highest level of evaluation: The sustainable
performance index (SPI). It is important to distinguish two use-cases (UC) for the evaluation
of SCC projects under the SPI.
•

•

UC1: The first use-case deals with on-going SCC projects that are currently in the
development-implementation-evaluation phase and have already identified the necessary KPIs to be monitored. Herein, the SPI aims to provide a cross-dimensional
evaluation under four pre-defined overarching sectors. Each sector (see Section 5.3
for more details on the definition of each sector) encompasses the most important
KPIs of the project extracted from all the KPI dimensions. In contrast to the SII which
clusters the KPIs under each dimension, this clustering allows for a more holistic but
also targeted evaluation of each project’s results into the specific sectors of interest,
leading to a cross-dimensional evaluation. For example, consider again a SCC project
which focuses on e-mobility. It is straight-forward to conclude that this particular
project aims to achieve impact in terms of sustainable urban transport (e.g., EV integration and adoption, car sharing schemes) urban infrastructure (e.g., EV chargers,
V2G technology), climate change (e.g., reducing urban transport related emissions) in
addition to any socio-economic benefits for the districts or cities of application. The
categorization and evaluation including all project’s KPIs and under KPI dimensions
(as performed by the SII) although extremely important, might not be easily interpreted by the citizens and city authorities: KPIs can be quite technical depending
on the particular focus of the project (e.g., a KPI on battery degradation rate is an
important aspect for any EV charging system), hindering a straight-forward and
layman-oriented understanding of the project’s impact to the overall sustainability of
the area. Moreover, KPI dimensions are not inclusive per-se, in the sense that each
dimension is well-defined and not overlapping with the rest of dimensions (and associated KPIs). Despite the fact that in the end SII provides an averaged evaluation of all
dimensions (“multi-dimensional evaluation”), it is essential to integrate the project’s
results in a categorization that reflects cross-dimensional aspects. To this respect, the
SPI and its clustering to overarching, easily interpreted, cross-dimensional sectors
provide the necessary flexibility and inclusivity reflecting the project’s performance
versus the city’s needs.
UC2: The second use-case pertains to future SCC projects which have the flexibility in
adopting their KPIs at a later stage. The necessity for the SPI under this use-case comes
directly from the fact that SCC projects are extremely wide in scope. A small or largescale city project can focus on energy related matters, such as building renovations,
RES penetration, and grid flexibility, while another can only touch aspects related to
mobility and district level storage. The KPIs along with their dimensions defined for
each of these projects are targeted to their specific interventions and the evaluation
results of each project cannot be fairly compared (comparing the SII of project A
to the SII of project B is unfair as their scope is different). In addition, even if the
projects’ scope is similar, such a comparison lacks a common framework that includes
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all aspects in which a city needs to progress in order to meet its sustainability goals.
These aspects are rarely limited to energy or e-mobility related matters. Leveraging
the UN’s sustainable development goals, it is easy to conclude that a real smart city is
(at least) energy efficient, clean, safe, just, citizen-centric, culturally rich, healthy, and
self-sufficient. Therefore, it is essential to provide an evaluation of a specific project
against universal, all-inclusive, overarching sectors on a higher hierarchical level than
the level of KPI dimensions (which are pre-defined for each project). These sectors
should be widely acclaimed and should ideally include a multitude of common KPIs
belonging to multiple dimensions and covering all aspects of a smart city. The SPI
then provides an index that can be used to compare reliably projects with different
or similar focus under the same umbrella, while each sector is linked to relevant
sub-indices for a more targeted assessment. The cross-dimensional nature of the
SPI provides increased interest for a city, being able to assess self-consistently its
overall performance and initiate targeted projects to progress further on. As noted
in Section 2, the definition of a common KPI repository per pre-defined SCC sector
is a matter of high-level institutional and international decision-making and thus
such definition is outside the scope of this work. Nevertheless, once a consensus
is reached on the common KPIs, the implementation of our proposed framework is
straight-forward as described in Section 5.3.
In Section 5.3, we provide details on the proposed methodology for calculating the SPI
with a step-by-step procedure and a complete flowchart, while also providing a definition
of the four overarching sectors. We also distinguish the methodology between the two
use-cases as described above.
In summary, the proposed framework builds upon the inherent needs of cities, as
well as the particular nature of each SCC project. We need to reiterate here that the
concept of sustainability in a smart city context is unfortunately not clear, and multiple
definitions render its uniformity ambiguous[84]. In this work, we have adopted UNECE’s
definition [85] which states: “A smart sustainable city is an innovative city that uses ICTs
and other means to improve quality of life, efficiency of urban operation and services, and
competitiveness, while ensuring that it meets the needs of present and future generations
with respect to economic, social, environmental as well as cultural aspects.”. This quite
broad definition includes all aspects that pertain to a SCC project but also touches issues
relevant to UN’s SDGs being able to provide a holistic approach that incorporates the
necessary multi-dimensionality of smart and sustainable city concepts. To this respect, our
framework approaches a strong perspective owed to the contribution of multi and cross
dimensional indicators in the overall assessment. It is thus strongly recommended that in
the weighting procedures this strong sustainability conception [86] should be taken into
account from the relevant stakeholders when assigning weights to each indicator.
The calculation of each one of the three indices as defined above, requires a series
of pre-evaluation and evaluation steps that will be detailed in the Section 5. These steps
make use of several statistical and mathematical tools which are presented in the following
section (Section 4).
4. Necessary Methods and Tools Pertaining to All Axes
4.1. Unit Normalization
Before moving on describing typical tools for developing composite indices (e.g.,
normalization, weighting, and aggregation) and the methods of choice under the USE
framework, it is important to ensure that the indicators to be utilized are expressed in
units that are meaningful and comparable. This is highly relevant for indicators that are
expressed in absolute units (e.g., kWh of energy consumed). To deal with this challenge
we introduce the term of functional unit (FU), inspired by ISO 14040 series on life cycle
assessment. In our case we define as FU “a unit that supports fair comparability and
benchmarking between two or more systems”. All indicators to be included in the proposed
indices need to be transformed first into FUs. This can be done by revising absolute values
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to be expressed for example per m2, per population, per total energy needs, as a % of
increase and decrease, etc., depending on the type and special characteristics of every
indicator. The specific process could be characterized as first-tier unit normalization, since
it enables comparisons between different years and buildings, positive energy blocks (PEB),
positive energy districts (PED), and cities of varying sizes (a more detailed definition of
PEB and PED evaluation scales is provided in Section 4.2). Even then, SCC projects include
several indicators that are expressed in different FUs thus a more universal normalization
procedure is needed.
4.2. Value Normalization to a Uniform Scale
A critical question to be answered when developing composite indices is how a uniform evaluation scale can be developed, since most of the adopted indicators are expressed
in different units, thus disabling data aggregation. Several normalization methods can
resolve this problem and are available in literature such as min–max, z-score, percentage of
annual variations over consecutive years, distance to a reference and categorical scales [87].
Zhou et al. have analyzed commonly applied normalization methods by variance-based
sensitivity analysis, arguing that the distance to a reference method seems to be the optimum choice for sustainability performance evaluations [88]. Building upon this finding,
as well considering that in the case of SCC projects, most of the times both quantitative
and semi-quantitative (e.g., through Likert-Scale) indicators are applied, we suggest a
hybrid normalization method, integrating the distance to a reference and categorical scale
method. A similar approach has been applied to evaluate the sustainability of industrial
facilities [89,90]. By utilizing the distance to a reference, we can compare the value of a
given indicator to one or more reference points while the categorical scale assigns a score to
every indicator using a numerical or qualitative scale. In this case we are adopting a 5-point
(ranging from 1 to 5) semi-qualitative evaluation scale with the following conventions and
margins adopted:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Failed: ≤ X12 (1 point is assigned to the examined indicator);
Underachieved > X12 and < X23 (2 points are assigned to the examined indicator);
Achieved ≥ X23 and ≤ X34 (3 points are assigned to the examined indicator);
Overachieved > X34 and < X45 (4 points are assigned to the examined indicator);
Excelled ≥ X45 (5 points are assigned to the examined indicator)

where X N ( N +1) , N = 1, 4 is the boundary value for each of the 4 margins embedding
neighboring scale points. Figure 2, depicts these points on the uniform scale. The adoption
of such scale provides flexibility and adaptability for the evaluation procedure to each
indicator and consequently index.

Figure 2. The uniform for all axes evaluation scale used in this study. Margins corresponding to each
evaluation score are not necessary equidistant.

The scaling is performed based on one or more reference points that can serve as the
boundary values. The reference point can be a baseline value (i.e., energy consumption
of a building before foreseen interventions) or a threshold value (i.e., something causing
irreversibility of the system) [91]. Additionally, reference points can be extracted from best
available techniques (BAT), national regulations, commonly accepted standards, or goalssuccess target values and expert judgements. The selection of a reference point depends on
the attributes and aim of the KPI. The reference point can indicate both a positive (> X23 ,
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X34 , X45 ) or negative (≤ X12 , < X23 ) “performance”. For instance, if the examined indicator
is “energy savings”, a reference point for energy savings on a building level over 60%
(aimed target for a renovated building to be considered as nZEB [92,93]) could be assigned
to X45 . On the other hand, a reference point of 0% or below (increase) of energy savings,
could be assigned to X12 . In many cases, the reference point could also be applied as the
starting point for assigning the rest of the boundary values. This is largely applicable to
the case where a target value is known (or set), such as when assessing the PPI through
project specified PSIs (it is evident that these target values are then project specific). In this
case, the target value could be placed in between the midpoint of the boundary reference
points X23 and X34 and an index scoring of 3 denotes achieved performance. Combined
reference points could additionally be applied if necessary (one indicating failed and the
other excelled performance). In this way, the evaluation scale is built upon a distance to
commonly accepted boundaries, thus increasing objectivity of the results. It should be
clarified that the distance between the boundary values does not need to be necessarily
equal. Several examples are provided in Section 6 and in Appendixes A and B.
Significant advantages derive from the adoption of the proposed normalization and
evaluation procedure [89]. In many cases, it may be necessary for a city to include qualitative indicators in the analysis (especially in case of, e.g., social indicators). Common
normalization methods, such as z-score and min–max require an adequate set of data to
be efficiently applied. This may serve as a deterrent of application for newly operating
city information platforms (CIP) that did not have an organized indicator tracking system
until recently. Most methods would give the “best in class” building/PEB/PED/City
the highest score, which seems fair at a first glance, it does not however ensure that the
specific building/PEB/PED/City is developed in a sustainable way but rather exhibits
better performance compared to other relevant initiatives (or the baseline scenarios). In
this case, the “best in class” building/PEB/PED/City will still receive a better score in
comparison with the benchmarked system; however, it will have to try more to reach the
highest score, if the pre-determined performance thresholds are not met. This is more in
accordance with the notion of sustainable development, according to which fundamental
changes may be needed in various levels (institutional, legal, administrative, etc.). We
further discuss the choice of normalization procedure in Section 7.
4.3. Weighting
In studies examining sustainability indices, the validity of the methods used to assign scores to indicators depends on the weighting methods used [27]. Although equal
weighting offers a simple and replicable method, it has been questioned by scholars in
terms of validity and transparency of indices results [94,95]. Equal weighting implies an
implicit judgement on the weights being equal, without taking into account knowledge of
causal relationships into a subset of indicators related to a dimension [96] and the relative
importance of each indicator to a specific index or subindex categorization. Other statistical
methods used in sustainability indices, is the principal component analysis (PCA) and
factor analysis (FA), however those methods original scope is to examine relationships and
not to weight variables. Therefore, weights determined with these methods may result
in important variables assigned a lower weight due to statistically low correlations with
other dimensions, instead of real correlations among assessed indicators [97]. Regression
analysis assumes that there is no multi-collinearity (e.g., investments is often positively
associated with energy efficiency and CO2 reductions, but all three are independently
relevant for measuring sustainability). Unobserved component models [98] have been used
in literature for constructing aggregate governance indicators [99]. This approach facilitates
weighting, aggregation, and index construction. However, it assumes enough data are
collected, indicators are not highly correlated, while it is quite sensitive to outliers of an
indicator leading to low weighting [96] of this indicator. The analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) although used for multiple-criteria decision-making and for weighting indicators,
presents two main disadvantages which are the high number of pairwise comparisons
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required and the relatively short number of indicators in each dimension [96]. The budget allocation method (BAL) applies weighting on indicators based on expert opinion by
distributing “n” points over a number of indicators [87,96]. This method’s main disadvantages are that weights may be based upon current needs at policy level in a specific region,
while it is also questioned if weightings are transferable to other regions with different
context conditions [96]. Public opinion polling is a method where stakeholders express
their “concern” towards a public agenda and weighting is based mainly on the respondents
concern rather than importance, raising also questions on transferability to different local
conditions. Finally conjoint analysis (CA) assigns weights to indicators based on individual
preferences, ranking a set of alternative scenarios. This method focuses on the preferences
of respondents and requires a large sample and large preference data set [100].
In the proposed framework the participatory method of budget allocation (BAL) is
selected for determining indicator’s weights due to its transparency, explicitness and short
time of execution. In order to establish a transparent weighting system, the expert pool
includes experts from multiple disciplines with a wide spectrum of knowledge, experience
and concerns, e.g., experts in energy efficiency, climate change, mobility, ICT, technology
providers, and financiers. Experts should also cover a wider geographical area to ensure
that policy initiatives in a specific region do not determine the weights on indicators
rendering those weights transferable to other regions. Experts are introduced in the BAL
method and appointed “n” points, which they could then distribute over a set of indicators
in the different dimensions and, if apply, in different spatial scales (e.g., building, city
scale). Experts are advised to distribute more points to those indicators whose importance
should be stressed [101]. In case of different spatial scales, the BAL method is advised
to be implemented for each spatial scale separately, since indicators might have different
importance in the different unit of analysis, i.e., (a) building level, (b) positive energy
block (PEB) level (a) PEB is defined as a collection of at least three buildings of different
uses, i.e., residential, tertiary in close proximity having an average yearly positive energy
balance [102], (c) positive energy districts (PED) [79], and (d) city level. Figure 3 illustrates
the BAL method as applied to the SPI for this current framework. The reader is referred to
Section 5.3 for more details.

Figure 3. Illustration of the BAL method for the SPI evaluation. Each sector contains up to 10–12
KPIs and selected experts allocate a budget to each KPI per sector based on their importance. The
KPI weights per sectors are then extracted and the SPI is calculated by aggregating the sectors scores.

4.4. Aggregation
Aggregation methods are used for summing-up normalized values of sub-indicators to
form sustainability indices, with the weighted arithmetic mean being the most commonly
used method [27]. Additive aggregation assumes that there is no synergy or conflict
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between indicators and thence the contributions of all indicators can be added together to
provide an overall value [96]. Weights used in additive aggregation methods mainly imply
substitution rates in a compensatory logic, therefore no synergy between sub-indicators
should apply when using this method [103].
Geometric aggregation methods are also used for sustainability indices, but less extensively. They use multiplicative instead of additive functions, with the weighted geometric
mean being the most popular method used [27]. Geometric mean methods allow for limited
compensability as similarly to aggregation methods, geometric aggregation methods are
considered preferentially dependent [87]. However, unlike additive aggregation methods
sensitivity analysis and uncertainty quantifications cannot be analyzed using measurement
errors of indicators [104].
When compensation between sub-indicators for the construction of sustainability indices
are not permitted, i.e., in strong sustainability indices, non-compensatory methods, i.e., conjunctive and disjunctive functions are used [105]. However, these methods are of limited use
for decision makers, since when values of sub-indicators are not extreme, their information
is undermined [96]. Multicriteria decision making methods (MCDM) are also used as noncompensatory methods, adopting a decision maker preference approach [106], however they
have computation limitations when the number of indicators is increasing [107].
In the proposed framework, the weighted arithmetic mean aggregation method is
selected for constructing the three different indices, i.e., (a) the project performance index
(PPI); (b) the sustainability impact index (SII); and (c) the sustainable performance index
(SPI). The selection is based on the fact that the aggregating methods allow for a compensatory logic when indicators’ scores are low, and sensitivity analysis, as the bound for the
sustainability index can be precisely defined if the relative measurement error of a set of
indicators is already known. More details per axis index are given in Section 5.
5. Index Calculation Procedure and Methodological Steps
5.1. Evaluating SCC Projects’ Performance—The Project Performance Index (PPI)
The PPI leverages the project success indicators in order to provide a direct assessment
of the project’s success against its pre-defined goals. Figure 4, presents the workflow
diagram for the calculation of the PPI.

Figure 4. Workflow diagram for evaluation of the project performance index (PPI). All project success
indicators contribute to the PPI.

We divide the whole procedure into two main categories. The first one is the preevaluation (P) process which includes all the necessary steps (P1–P2) that a project needs
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to take prior to the evaluation. These include: (a) Step P1: The definition of the PSIs along
with their target values (which serve as the midpoint of boundary reference points X23 and
X34 on the evaluation scale). This step is typically set during the project’s design phase;
(b) Step P2: The calculation of the PSIs values based on the actual project’s results. This
step is set during the monitoring phase of a project. The second category is the evaluation
(E) process which includes all the necessary steps for the actual evaluation of the project
through the PPI (steps E1–E3). These include: (a) Step E1: The construction of appropriate
margins, based on reference points, for the uniform evaluation scale per PSI. See Section 4.2
for details; (b) Step E2: The normalization of PSI values against the boundary values
and calculation of each PSI score on the uniform evaluation scale based on the achieved
performance and defined margins. See Section 4.2 for details.; (c) Step E3: Calculation of
the PPI score via averaging of the PSI scores.
To calculate the project performance index (PPI) a non-weighted harmonic mean
is used as an averaging measure. The reason the harmonic mean is selected is that the
PPI is ultimately a ratio of the actual performance achieved by a project, to its targeted
performance originally set. The harmonic mean is a measure that is dominated by the
minimum of its arguments, offering a correct interpretation of the PPI. In the case, for
example, where there is a large discrepancy in the scoring of PSIs, i.e., PSIs that are marked
as “failed” drag with a larger weight the PPI towards the left side of the uniform scale to
serve the ultimate purpose of a project, being to achieve all its PSIs. The harmonic mean,
H, is given by:
∑in=1 xi−1 −1
)
n
where x1 , x2 ,. . . , xn , are the PSI values and n is the number of PSIs.
H=(

(1)

5.2. Evaluating SCC Projects’ Sustainability Impact—The Sustainability Impact Index (SII)
The SII leverages the Key Performance Indicators as defined by each SCC project. The
defined KPIs, clustered under KPI dimensions hold different weighting factors to showcase
their relevant contribution to each KPI dimension. The final evaluation metric (the SII)
is derived by aggregating the KPI dimensions’ scores. Figure 5, presents the workflow
diagram for the calculation of the SII.
We divide again the whole calculation and evaluation procedure into two main
categories: the pre-evaluation (P) process which includes all the necessary steps (P1–P4)
that a project needs to take prior to the evaluation. These include: (a) Step P1: The definition
of the KPIs. This step is typically set during the project’s pre-monitoring phase; (b) Step P2:
The clustering of the KPIs to KPI dimensions; (c) Step P3: The definition of baseline and
target values per KPI. This step is typically set during the baseline monitoring phase of a
project; Step P4: The calculation of KPIs in each aggregation level of interest (e.g., building,
PEB, PED, city level).
The second category is the evaluation (E) process which includes all the necessary
steps for the actual evaluation of the project through the SII (steps E1–E6). These include:
(a) Step E1: The definition of functional units per KPI and re-calculation of each KPI value.
See Section 4.1 for details; (b) Step E2: The weighting of KPIs against each KPI dimension.
See Section 4.3 for details; (c) Step E3: The construction of appropriate margins for the
uniform evaluation scale per KPI. See Section 4.2 for details; (d) Step E4: The normalization
of KPI values against the boundary values and calculation of each KPI score on the uniform
evaluation scale based on the achieved performance and defined margins. See Section 4.2
for details; (e) Step E5: Calculation of each KPI dimension score by weighted average of the
KPI scores. See Section 4.4 for details; (f) Step E6: Calculation of the SII score via averaging
of the KPI Dimensions scores.
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Figure 5. Workflow diagram for evaluation of the sustainability impact index (SSI)—all key performance indicators per KPI dimension contribute to the SSI.

To calculate the Sustainability Impact Index (SII), a weighted arithmetic mean (using
the BAL method described in Section 4.3 for calculating weights) is used as an averaging measure. The arithmetic mean in each dimension is calculated using the weighted
functional values of the KPIs within the dimension, and the total SII is calculated by the
arithmetic mean of all dimensions’ values. The SPI can be calculated for different spatial
scales, i.e., a building, a PEB, a PED, or a city. Additive aggregation functions are used to
determine the weighted arithmetic mean at the spatial scale selected. Assuming a multiset
of KPI functional values x1 , x2 ,. . . , xn , with corresponding non-negative weights, ω1 , ω2 ,. . . ,
ωn in a SII dimension, we calculate the weighted arithmetic mean, A, as:
n

A=

0

∑ ωi x i

(2)

i =1
0

where ωi is the normalized weight of the ith KPI, obeying:
n

0

∑ ωi = 1

(3)

i =1

and given by:
0

ωi =

ωi
∑nj=1 ω j

(4)

5.3. Evaluating Sccs’ All-Inclusively Sustainability Progress—The Sustainability
Performance Index
As described in the Section 3, we had to make a clear distinction of two use-cases
for the SCC project evaluation under the SPI. Nevertheless, the first essential step for this
evaluation is to define the all-inclusive sectors under which KPIs should be clustered—a
step pertaining to both use cases. In order to define these sectors, we have first performed
an extensive literature review on smart and sustainable cities, as well as of other urban
sustainability evaluation frameworks, such as the urban sustainability framework (USF)
developed by the global platform for sustainable cities [108], that builds upon an integrated
city evaluation approach in order to deliver urban sustainability outcomes. The latter
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includes 4 sectors that rely on the outcomes that cities can achieve by addressing urban
sustainability in line with the SDGs, namely: urban economies, natural environment and
resources, climate action and resilience, inclusivity and quality of life. In addition, the
proposed framework by the Belt and Road Initiative—Developing Green Economies for
cities (BRIDGE) entails a similar-oriented approach of a sustainable city indexing based on
four key principles promoting inclusive and sustainable urban-industrial development;
namely urbanization-industrialization nexus; sustainable economy and social growth;
shared prosperity; and resource efficiency and environmental sustainability; three of which
coincide while all of them are linked to SDGs [109]. Second, we have based our definition
on the nexus between SDG 11 “Sustainable Cities and Communities” and other SDGs, in
parallel to global policy processes, commitments, roadmaps, and best practices related to
smart city, urban resilience, sustainability, and climate neutrality, such as those reflected by
the New Urban Agenda [110], the Coalition for Urban Transitions [111] and the European
Green Deal [112]. The SDGs comprise a key instrument for cities to be smarter and more
sustainable, while emerging also the need to develop robust assessment frameworks
entailing all-inclusive sustainability areas that provide a shared vision in the way cities
are evaluated. In particular, regarding EU strategy, the SDGs represent a priority towards
smartness and innovation, low carbon future, climate resilience, job creation and poverty
mitigation. Capitalizing on the objectives and outcomes of the sustainability policies and
frameworks worldwide, it is clearly reflected that a city cannot be smart and sustainable
without efficient use of resources, progress in technology, climate response, as well as social
engagement and promotion of better quality of life for people. It was also observed that
most of the assessment frameworks and indices presented in Section 2 include measures
and cover impacts related to those areas.
As a result, a first attempt was made to define and use all-inclusive sectors linked
with relevant to smart cities SDGs, that we believe they offer a holistic, thematic, and
comparable evaluation approach of the smart and sustainable performance of projects.
Figure 6 depicts the four sectors along with the related SDGs linked to each sector.

Figure 6. The four inclusive sectors forming the sustainability performance index along with the
related SDGs per sector.

The sectors adopted are the following:
•

Sector 1: Resource Efficiency. Given the continuous earth’s population growth, an
increasing global demand for resources is recorded which is also expected for the
following decades. Resource efficiency is of utmost importance for smart cities striving
to identify material, energy and human resources and link them properly in order to
reduce environmental, economic and social risks and impacts and provide increased
opportunities for sustainable living with greater productivity, lower costs, macroe-
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•

•

•

conomic stability, and feasible consumer choices. The sector of “Resource efficiency”
is highly relevant to aspects of natural and energy resources pertaining to the smart
city ecosystem and the built environment including, but not limited to, RES penetration, grid flexibility, waste management, ICT measures (smart lighting, 5G, etc.),
building renovation, building automation, water treatment, circularity/recycling and
life-cycle, peer-to-peer (P2P) trading schemes, etc. Resource efficiency is considered
here in alignment with SDGs #6: Clean water and sanitation, #7: Affordable and clean
energy, #11: Sustainable cities and communities, and #12: Responsible consumption
and production.
Sector 2: Smart and Reliable Infrastructure. Infrastructure development and performance is highly relevant for smart city projects that explore and demonstrate upgraded
and well-integrated urban infrastructure options by harnessing the dynamic capability
of new cutting-edge technological advancements that are based on the global digitalization and industry 4.0 trends, as well as considering the increasing citizens’ needs
for smart and innovative services. Apart from SDG#11, other related SDGs with smart
city infrastructure are #3 Good health and well-being, #6 Clean water and sanitation,
#7 Affordable and clean energy, and #9 Industry, innovation, and infrastructure. The
most indicative aspects to be included in this sector are: E-mobility schemes, energy
storage and grid flexibility (BESS, TES, V2G, etc.), ICT measures (smart lighting,
5G, etc.), building automation, traffic management, smart waste management, air
quality management, DHC networks, public transport networks (accessibility and
connectivity), smart grids (virtual power plants, etc.), road safety.
Sector 3: Quality of Life and Prosperity. Quality of life and prosperity must be the
cornerstone of smart and sustainable cities. Smart city initiatives should be considered
successful only if they improve urban resident’s quality of life. In this context, this
particular sector attempts to evaluate smart city projects in terms of public health,
well-being, sustainable lifestyle, as well as economic development, i.e., whether the
solutions and actions implemented can provide benefits, opportunities, and profits to
the citizens. The most indicative aspects that should be covered by this sector are: air
quality, reduced waste, water quality, reduced energy poverty, active transport and
clean mobility, reduced noise, jobs creation and business opportunities, innovation
uptake and in-city propagation, governance, citizen engagement, health and safety,
and education. As a consequence, this sector has strong links with SDGs #1, No
Poverty, #3, Good health and well-being, #4 Quality education #5 Gender equality, #8
Decent work and economic growth, #11 Sustainable cities and communities, and #16
Peace, justice and strong institutions.
Sector 4: Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation. The fact that the future transformation of cities into liveable ones relies on an effective decarbonisation strategy at
global and regional level sets the area of climate change adaptation and mitigation
as a key pillar for sustainable results. The specific category is highly relevant to the
successful performance of smart city projects regarding responses to climate targets
pertaining to reduced GHG and pollutant emissions in compliance with common standards and strategies, as well as appropriate adaptation measures preventing climate
risks, such as floods, etc., and considering local particularities and vulnerabilities. The
sector is linked with SDG#13 Climate action, as well as SDGs #3, Good health and
well-being, #7 Affordable and clean energy, #11 Sustainable cities and communities,
and #12 Responsible consumption and production. The sector may include indicative
aspects that focus on air quality, RES penetration, waste management, e-mobility,
water and wastewater treatment, circularity and recycling, reduced pollution, land
use and urban space, and climate resilience (also including nature-based resilience,
green areas, trees, etc.).

The aspects addressed by each sector as mentioned above, were identified with a
view to demonstrate and cover most of the key variables and measurable fields that
describe and enable the assessment of technological, social, and environmental systems
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and their interrelationships in the urban context. These aspects are based on focused
topics within smart cities and relevant SCC projects, as of energy efficiency in the built
environment, green mobility, low-carbon energy, digital innovation and ICT, energy and
transport networks, water and waste, citizen engagement, etc. Most of them are being
addressed by a multitude of assessment frameworks that evaluate performance of smart
and sustainable cities or SCC projects, e.g., SCIS [8], Citykeys [113], or may have been
used for measurement purposes by composite city sustainability indices, e.g., the domains
defined in the indexing of the European Green Capital Award [60]. In addition, a vast
majority of those smart city aspects can be found as key focus areas or targets in global
policies set by multi-governmental organizations like the United Nations and the European
Commission or in the principal guides of relevant city initiatives, such as C40 Cities, ICLEI,
etc., e.g., the guidance of reinventing cities to design a low-carbon, sustainable, and resilient
project [114]. It is also clarified that the aspects can belong to multiple sectors emphasizing
the cross-SDG (and cross-dimensional) nature of the SPI.
Having set the four overarching SCC sectors, we can now proceed in describing the
methodology for evaluating the SPI under both use-cases:
UC1: For on-going projects, the project’s KPIs along with their clustering into KPI
dimensions have already been defined. To this respect, each SCC sector is assessed by leveraging relevant KPIs from multiple KPI dimensions. Assuming a project with KPIs clustered
under energy, ICT, economic, mobility, and social dimensions, the resource efficiency sector
should include KPIs from the energy dimension (e.g., relevant to RES penetration), as well
as KPIs from the ICT dimension (e.g., relevant to ICT measures in PEDs). KPIs belonging to
a sector have different weights, emphasizing their relevant importance towards the sector’s
objectives. Moreover, numerous aspects and, consequently, various relevant indicators
should be affecting more than one sector, thus those indicators could be assigned and
included in all of these sectors. In this case, their weighting contribution is also different.
A good illustration of this, is the RES penetration aspect which is covered by “Resource
efficiency”, as well as by “Climate change adaptation and mitigation” sectors. As a result,
a KPI that covers the aspect of RES penetration and contributes to both sectors, such as
the “degree of energetic self-supply by RES” will not have same weights within each
sector. The weights characterize the contributions to the SPI and are defined according
to the budget allocation method (BAL—see Section 4.3). We note here that, due to the
restrictions of the BAL method that imposes a maximum number of 10–12 indicators per
sector to reduce cognitive stress on the experts [87], only the most important KPIs from
all available dimensions should be selected and assigned into the 4 SCC sectors (a fact
that might be beneficial in a future attempt to pre-define common- and limited-KPIs per
sector as required in use-case 2). The sectors are assessed by each sub-set of SPI-weighted
KPIs and they can finally be condensed in a single SPI metric via equally aggregating, i.e.,
averaging their individual scores.
UC2: For future projects, the main objective of the SPI is to illustrate the value and
contribution of a project towards the overall sustainability performance status of a city via a
metric which evaluates the project against broad and cross-dimensional aspects pertaining
to the smart and sustainable urban concept. This type of evaluation that promotes crosssectional integration of smart city focus areas and attributes into all-inclusive SCC sectors is
able to analyze the sustainability progress of SCC projects beyond the KPI dimensions, thus
assessing aspects affected by more than one dimension, while also laying the foundation
for a fair, reliable, and comparative assessment between projects, unlocking the potential
for assessing the sustainability performance of projects with different focus when using
a pre-defined common KPI repository per sector. To this respect, each SCC sector should
be assessed by leveraging KPIs attributed to each sector from a common-to-all-projects
repository. This repository should include the most essential KPIs that cover all SCC aspects
per sector. The definition of the common-KPIs along with their functional units, target
values, evaluation margins and weights per sector is a prerequisite for the SPI evaluation
under a use-case 2—an essential process which is outside the scope of this work, reducing
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the methodological steps for evaluating the SPI per SCC project. We note here again that
due to the restrictions of the BAL weighting method, the common KPI repository per sector
should include up to 10–12 indicators (i.e., up to a maximum of 40 KPIs should be included
in the global repository for all 4 SCC sectors). Each project should choose all relevant to
the project KPIs from this repository pertaining to each sector. Then, the SCC sectors are
assessed by each sub-set of pre-weighted KPIs and they can finally be condensed in a single
SPI metric via equally aggregating, i.e., averaging their individual scores. In case a KPI in a
particular sector is not relevant to the project’s scope, a zero score is assigned to this KPI,
lowering its total SPI score, in accordance with the index scope of providing an inclusive
evaluation of the project’s impact towards the total sustainability of a city.
Figure 7, presents the workflow diagram for the calculation of the SPI under both
use-cases. The required steps per use-case are also indicated.

Figure 7. Workflow diagram for evaluation of the sustainability performance index (SPI). A reduced
set of key performance indicators from all KPI dimensions (UC 1) or already assigned KPIs per sector
(UC 2) from are clustered to the four overarching SCC sectors and contribute to the SPI. Blue arrows
indicate UC 1 flow, while orange arrows UC 2 flow.

Once again, we divide the whole calculation and evaluation procedure into two main
categories: the pre-evaluation (P) process which includes all the necessary steps (P1–P3) that
a project needs to take prior to the evaluation. Note that P1–P3 have already been performed
under the SII pre-evaluation procedure and they are thus redundant in the case of a complete
evaluation under all-three axis. (a) Step P1 : The definition of the KPIs. This step is typically
set during the project’s pre-monitoring phase; (b) Step P2: The definition of baseline and
target values per KPI. This step is typically set during the baseline monitoring phase of a
project. Note that under UC 2, target values definition should be pre-set for all KPIs in
the common-KPI repository and thus not required by each SCC project; (c) Step P3: The
calculation of KPIs in each aggregation level of interest (e.g., building, PEB, PED, city level).
The second category is the evaluation (E) process which includes all the necessary
steps for the actual evaluation of the project through the SII (steps E1–E7). Note that E2,
E3, and E4 have already been performed under the SII evaluation (for all KPIs) procedure
and they are thus redundant in the case of a complete evaluation under all-three axis.
Nevertheless, we present them here again for completeness. Additionally, note that under
UC 2, the assignment of the KPIs into the 4 SCC sectors is automatic as they should
been extracted from the common-KPI repository. Moreover, functional units, margins,
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and weights are also pre-set and thus only steps E4, E6, and E7 are relevant, as noted in
Figure 6.
The evaluation steps for both Use Cases of the SPI are as follows: (a) Step E1 : The
assignment of KPIs into the 4 SCC sectors. We note here again that up to 10–12 KPIs need
to be assigned per sector as a prerequisite for the BAL weighting method. See Section 4.3
for details; (b) Step E2: The definition of functional units per KPI and re-calculation of
each KPI value. See Section 4.1 for details; (c) Step E3: The construction of appropriate
margins for the uniform evaluation scale per KPI. See Section 4.2 for details; (d) Step E4:
The normalization of KPI values against the boundary values and calculation of each KPI
score on the uniform evaluation scale based on the achieved performance and defined
margins. See Section 4.2 for details; (e) Step E5: The weighting of KPIs against each SCC
sector. See Section 4.3 for details; (f) Step E6: Calculation of each SCC sector score by
weighted average of the KPI scores per sector; (g) Step E7: Calculation of the SPI score via
averaging of the 4 SCC sectors scores.
To calculate the sustainability performance index (SPI), the weighted functional values
of KPIs defined in each sector are used to calculate the weighted arithmetic mean in each
sector. The total SPI index is calculated by the arithmetic mean of all sector values. The
weights in the SPI Index need to be calculated with the BAL method as explained in
Section 4.3 and are not the same as those ones used for calculating the SII, since each sector
in SPI is a different construct of indicators than the SII dimensions constructs.
6. Illustrative Examples and Discussion on Index Scoring
With a view to acquire an initial insight, test and pre-validate the applicability of the
proposed evaluation framework, a provisional use-case has been defined building upon
the preliminary outcomes of a positive energy city transformation framework (POCITYF), a
European Horizon 2020 smart city project, approved for funding in 2019. POCITY identified
and will orchestrate the demonstration of several solutions towards energy transition at
two lighthouse cities (LH): Evora from Portugal and Alkmaar from the Netherlands; as well
as the replication of solutions in six fellow cities (FC): Bari from Italy, Celje from Slovenia,
Granada from Spain, Hvidovre from Denmark, Ioannina from Greece, and Ujpest from
Hungary. A key characteristic of this project is its special focus on historical cities and
buildings, attempting to demonstrate energy-oriented upgrades that are highly compatible
with the respective challenges. During the first year of the project’s implementation the
definition of POCITYF KPIs has been realized through a detailed methodological process
which strongly relates to the needs of LH cities and their citizens towards their energetic
transition [17]. These needs include concerns on: (1) energy, (2) environmental, (3) social,
(4) ICT, (5) mobility, (6) economic, (7) governance, and (8) diffusion and propagation
dimensions which also relate to the various stakeholders participating or being interested
in POCITYF’s interventions. A list of 63 KPIs are included in the final KPI repository of
POCITYF, categorized in the eight dimensions, offering a holistic framework to assess four
different aggregation levels: (a) building, (b) block, (c) district, and (d) city level. From this
list, 37 KPIs (characterized as core KPIs by POCITYF) were utilized to assess the SSI and
SPI indices. Lastly, a series of PSIs (32 in total) have been identified which provide a global
view of the project success and its impact towards green, smart, resilient and autonomous
cities. All 32 PSIs were utilized to assess the PPI Index.
6.1. Key Assumptions
POCITYF is currently going through the second year of implementation and as a result
the application of the proposed framework can only be fully performed in the near future,
when the monitoring phase will be initiated. Nevertheless, POCITYF offers ready to be
applied lists of KPIs, PSIs, dimensions, and aggregation levels that can serve as an excellent
test-bed for extracting some preliminary results. Below a number of key assumptions
applied to test the evaluation framework are summarized.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

SSI and SPIs indices were extracted on a city level only. In total, 31 out of 37 KPIs were
applied to assess this level (the rest KPIs were focusing on a building, block or district
level only). Respective results can be extracted also for these aggregation levels but
for the sake of simplicity and space restrictions we opted for a city analysis only in
this paper.
Functional units have been selected with a view to conform with POCITYF needs and
defined KPI estimation formulas and variables to be extracted. This means that no
extra data in comparison with the ones already foreseen in POCITYF, are needed for
the framework to be implemented. Most of the functional units applied, are expressing
a percentage of reduction or increase.
Evaluation scales were defined by the authors, building upon own experiences and
capitalizing as much as possible, European strategic goals and average European
statistics. For instance, for the case of KPI—“Energy Savings” a reference point of
32.5% was set as a boundary value for achieving a satisfying performance (3 points)
according to the energy efficiency target set by the EU 2018/2002 Directive. Similarly
for the case of KPI—“Number of EV charging points” a reference point of 5.7 public
charge points per 1000 capita (EU target value in the Road2Zero scenario ) has been
set as a boundary value of success (3 points) whereas the rest of the evaluation scale
has been marginalized based on the worst (<2) and best (>8) in class performant
countries on this issue, assigning a score of 1 and 5 points, respectively. Setting solid
and well-justified evaluation scales was found to be a very challenging but of high
added value process. Developments on this subject are still on-going and a more
detailed presentation of this issue is foreseen in the future.
Target values applied in PPI have been defined by POCITYF during proposal submission and reflect the project’s own ambitions and expected impact. Minor modifications
may apply in the future.
The BAL method was deployed for determining weights and evaluating the impact
to sustainable goals, i.e., for the SII. The method was also applied for determining
weights and evaluating inclusive sectors in SCC projects, i.e., for the SPI. For the latter
(SPI), an initial process of choosing the most important cross-dimensional KPIs per
sector was performed based on an BAL-like method—KPIs with zero points assigned
by all experts were excluded while the maximum KPIs per sector was limited to 12,
in order to comply with the BAL method requirements, reducing cognitive stress to
the experts. In all of the above, the evaluation was performed by the authors of the
paper, serving as a preliminary group of experts. A wide pool of experts from different
fields and countries will be developed and applied during the final implementation
of the methodology.
The KPI calculation (input of functional unit values by the user) were assigned indicatively by the authors considering a hypothetical performance of the POCITYF project
by its end for one of the two LH cities.

Consequently, results presented in the following sub-sections serve mostly as an illustrative example of the potential applicability of the proposed framework rather than an
actual evaluation of the POCITYF project. In that aspect, deep analysis and interpretation
of results falls out of the scope of the specific paper. Note that all data used to create the analytics and graphs in the following subsections are provided in the Annexes (Tables A1–A4).
No elaborated scripts have been used for the calculations needed at this stage (calculations
have been performed in MS Excel).The authors plan to fully implement the proposed framework, not only for the case of POCITYF but also other SCC and sustainability-oriented
projects, with a view to validate and re-adapt the proposed methodology if needed. To do
so, relevant software-tool will be developed that will facilitate estimations and simplify
procedures, thus increasing the potential applicability in several use-cases.
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6.2. PPI Results
PPI results (project level) for the case of POCITYF are summarized in Appendix A,
Table A1. The final PPI score was 2.6 (based on the harmonic mean of all PSI scores).
This means that, overall, the project can be considered close to successful against the
call expected impacts, having achieved a satisfactory performance (score ≥ 3 points) in
most of the defined PSIs. More specifically, 23 out of 32 PSIs met or even surpassed the
target value—three of which (V2G storage within PEBs; Total carbon dioxide emission
reduction; Number of peer-reviewed publications due to POCITYF activities) even gained
the maximum score (5 points) exhibiting an excellent performance much above the expected
one. On the other hand, two PSIs (Batteries storage within PEBs; Number of new and
feasible product ideas generated within the project duration) failed (1 point) to reach the
target values. This can be attributed both to technical reasons and even unrealistic targets
set during the design phase of the project. For instance, the expected number of new
product ideas within the project duration was found to be overambitious since it is after
the wider scale exploitation and penetration of solutions to the market that these ideas
can be actually generated. Estimating the PPI on a regular interval (e.g., every 6 months
or annually) can help identify problematic areas affecting the project performance and
proceed to mitigation actions on time.
6.3. SII Results
SII results on a city level for the case of POCITYF are summarized in Appendix B,
Table A2. The final SII score was 3.6. This means that, overall, the project can be considered successful, achieving an above average performance towards meeting the city’s
sustainability goals in most of the dimensions examined (Figure 8). The project achieves
close to excellent performance in the social dimension (4.2 points) exhibiting the maximum performance (5 points) in KPI “degree of satisfaction” of the implemented solutions.
Most of smart-city projects, as well as POCITYF, adopt a citizen-oriented approach trying
to involve and actively engage citizens in the city transformation process. Coupled by
extensive dissemination activities these projects are able to reach a very wide audience—
enhancing social performance. The next best performing dimension was ICT (4.1 points)
which is to be expected considering that ICT and respective measures are vital towards
the “smartification” of cities. On the other hand, the project scored less (2.8 points) in the
economic dimension. This result highlights a key challenge that most city projects need to
overcome which is how to achieve cost-efficiency when applying innovative technologies,
usually characterized by increased costs in comparison with conventional ones. For this
reason, SCC projects usually also provide business models to support future exploitation
but this can only be reflected in the SII score in a future (some years after the project’s end)
implementation. A significant margin for improvement is available if we consider that the
project was not able to achieve a high performance in some KPIs that are characterized by
increased importance (weight). An indicative example (Figure 9) is KPI “energy savings”
for which a high weight has been assigned. A reduction in energy savings by 19% was
achieved which leads to a score of 2 points (threshold value was 32.5%). This type of
analysis, considering all KPIs, can help projects and decision makers with limited budgets
to focus on the issues that will have the highest impact on the city’s sustainability score.
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Figure 8. SII score in all dimensions (city level).

Figure 9. Scores (left) and weights assigned (right) for all KPIs included in the energy dimension
(SII calculation—city level).

6.4. SPI Results
SPI results on a city level for the case of POCITYF are summarized in Appendix C,
Tables A3 and A4. The examined city exhibited a balanced performance in all four sectors:
resource efficiency—3.7 points; smart and reliable infrastructure—3.7 points; quality of life
and prosperity—3.4 points; climate change and mitigation 3.4 points. The city exhibits a
very high performance regarding the utilization of local RES and relevant aspects but puts
much less emphasis on increasing the energy efficiency of its building stock—which has
been indicated as a key aspect for further improvement. The wide scale roll-out of EVs
and is also another aspect that its potential improvement will increase the score in several
sectors. The total SPI score was 3.6 points being equal to the SII score. This is an indication
that KPIs selected by POCITYF project are well-defined and cover adequately key critical
aspects affecting the overall sustainability on a city level. As expected, several KPIs were
included in more than one sector, e.g., energy savings, increased system flexibility, degree of
energetic self-supply by RES, carbon dioxide emission reductions, etc., but with a different
weight. For example, KPI “energy savings” was found to be the most significant one in the
resource efficiency sector (weight 0.209) but also contributes to the quality of life with less
significance (weight 0.064) since energy savings can lead, among other benefits, to reduced
energy costs and making it easier to ensure a comfortable indoor environment. This is in
accordance with SPI goals and objectives according to which different KPIs belonging to
different dimensions may affect different widely acclaimed all inclusive sectors.
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7. Discussion
As elaborated throughout this work, the proposed evaluation framework presents
strong benefits compared to existing ones. Nevertheless, below, we mention and comment
on shortcomings and necessary steps to be taken before reaching its full potential:
•

•

•

•

The implementation of the current framework is foreseen to occur in the next years
for several EU funded SCC projects. The illustrative example provided in Section 6
should be considered as a fictitious case-study due to the randomly assigned KPI
values. As such, the authors plan to publish concrete and real data in the future as
soon as the latter are available, illustrating the capabilities of USE framework into
assessing the sustainability performance of SCC projects and elaborating on the results
with thorough analysis.
Concerning the SPI, we have already mentioned that under UC2 (future projects), the
correct implementation of this axis-evaluation requires a common KPI-repository per
sector, in order to obtain comparable results and towards a consistent benchmarking
between cities. The process of populating such repositories is not straightforward.
It should involve a variety of stakeholders (city authorities, technology providers,
research institutes, policy makers, citizens, etc.) with adequate expertise, as well as
diversity in each sector, so that all relevant aspects are covered and each sector truly
becomes an overarching group which contributes to the total sustainability of a city.
Moreover, we are fully aware that setting the SCC sectors and clearly defining their
key aspects, is a quite challenging and demanding process on its own. The authors
have already started collecting data towards the definition of the common KPIs per
sector while working on a more elaborated justification for the SCC sectors definition.
This work is outside the scope of the current article while we plan to enhance the
definition of defined herein preliminary sectors and their aspects in the near future.
The normalization procedure described in Section 4 requires a process of finding well
accepted reference points for every indicator. This process is time and effort intensive,
whereas a level of subjectivity is still involved. Reference points should be based
on commonly accepted data and targets to increase objectivity as far as possible. In
order to reduce uncertainty, it is proposed that these targets must be re-evaluated
and modified regularly. Still, we consider this a step forward in comparison with
business-as-usual practice where indicators are mostly assessed based on the increase
or decrease in their value. Additionally, by utilizing a 5-point scale a lot of information
is lost, which may lead to accumulation of scores into the same cluster (e.g., many
buildings/PEBs/PEDs/Cities with the same score). Although for a single KPI it is
very likely that scores will coincide, for a higher number of KPIs (usually applied by
SCC projects) this is unlikely to happen. It is further proposed that the city should still
perform the traditional indicator analysis (e.g., examine trends of absolute values over
consecutive years) in order to identify more specific internal problems or opportunities
for improvement.
The evaluation on different spatial scales of a city (e.g., building level, PEB level, PED
level, etc.) is inherent inside the USE framework. Adequate aggregation techniques
can be used to leap from one level to the next (e.g., summing up each KPI contribution
of the buildings that consist a PEB can provide the required PEB value). Such aggregation might seem oversimplified and can not surely take into account particular aspects
of each lower level component (e.g., buildings) that might contribute non-uniformly
to the upper level of evaluation (e.g., PEB). Moving to even higher spatial aggregation
levels, such approach becomes further complicated as typically in SCC projects, the
union of different PEBs is not equal to a whole PED (and similar for several PEDs
aggregated to a city level). Choosing representative components of each evaluation
level is ambiguous, although averaging provides a simple solution. In any case, the
clear definition of these spatial scales inside a SCC project is pending and thus we are
planning to redefine if necessary the aggregation techniques inside USE framework to
comply with the SCC standards.
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8. Conclusions
The outcomes of the specific study, serve as a major first step towards the deployment
of an inclusive and uniform evaluation framework that is able to assess in parallel the
impact, performance, and sustainability potential of smart city projects. The proposed USE
framework can support the needs of various stakeholders related with the development
and implementation of smart city projects and initiatives, such as project managers, technical experts, public authorities, decision makers and urban planners, who wish to apply
an all-inclusive evaluation and monitoring procedure. The utilization of widely accepted
reference points, upon which evaluation scales are defined, supports strong sustainability
assessments, since a distance to a sustainable target is integrated and reflected into the final
evaluation. The paper also summarizes several insights on key characteristics and limitations of currently available urban sustainability and smartness evaluation frameworks
and indices, and recommendations on normalization, weighting, and aggregation procedures. This info can be valuable for those who wish to develop their own or revise their
index-based evaluation methodology. The preliminary application of USE framework in an
on-going SCC project, confirmed its potential applicability for assessing and comparing the
success of a project and the extent to which it contributes to the city sustainability progress
against EU goals. The authors plan to implement USE in several case studies in the future
to fine-tune the proposed steps and validate its applicability.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Provisional assessment of PPI for the case of POCITYF SCC project. Interval/margin notation follows ISO
80000-1:2009.

KPI

Number of PEBs deployed at
the end of POCITYF
Number of PEDs/PEBs
deployed until 2030
Number of Cities with a
SECAP approved and
implemented
Total local RES produced
within the PEBs 1
Total net energy needs covered
by local RES within PEBs
Waste heat recovery within
PEBs 1
Thermal storage within PEBs 1

Target
Value

(1)

Evaluation ScaleIndicative Margins
(2)
(3)

Input Score
(4)

(5)

4

≤1

(1, 4)

4

5

≥6

4

3

4–12

≤7

(7, 16)

16

(16, 18)

≥18

16

3

8

≤3

(3, 8)

8

9

≥10

7

2

16,217 MWh/y

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

15,480

2

≤50%

(50%, 100%)

≥150%

110%

3

5880 MWh

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

≥35%

7000

4

2052 MWh

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

(2.5%,
35%)
(125%,
150%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)

≥35%

135%

[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[100%,
125%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]

≥35%

2040

3
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Table A1. Cont.
Target
Value

KPI

(1)

Evaluation ScaleIndicative Margins
(2)
(3)

Input Score
(4)

(5)

[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]

(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)

≥35%

250

1

≥35%

2643

5

≥35%

3589

3

15

2

Batteries storage within PEBs 1

1885 MWh

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

V2G storage within PEBs 1

1916 MWh

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

3574 t.
CO2eq/y

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

20

≤10

(10, 20)

20

(20, 30)

≥30

87,480 m2

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

81,480

2

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

≥35%

140,000

3

169,247

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

≥35%

191,254

4

10 years

≥15

(11, 15)

(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(9, 5)

≥35%

140,265 m2

[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[9, 11]

≤5

12

2

2322 MWh/y

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

2459

4

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

≥35%

11,312

4

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

≥35%

7829

3

19%

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

≥35%

19%

3

10,587

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

≥35%

10,601

3

110

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

1099

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

9743 t.
CO2eq/y
47.5 t.
NOX/year
271.5 t.
SO2/year
>3
>10

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

≤1
≤7

(1, 4)
(7, 11)

(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(4, 7)
(11, 16)

≥35%

10,492.6
MWh/y
7815.2 MWh/y

[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
4
11

>5

≤1

(1, 6)

6

100

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

>50 entities

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

>30

≤−35%

(−35%, −2.5%)

20

≤10

(10, 20)

[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
[−2.5%,
2.5%]
20

Building related GHG
emissions reduction within
PEBs 1
Cities committed as new
POCITYF FCs
Floor area for demonstrating
(LH) POCITYF solutions 1
Floor area for replicating (FC)
POCITYF solutions 1
Number of residents living
within the PEDs 1
Pay−back period of POCITYF
solutions
Total net energy savings due to
POCITYF within PEBs 1
Reduction of total incoming
energy through PEBs 1
Increase in total out coming
energy through PEBs 1
Total energy needs covered by
resources from outside PEBs 1
Number of new e−vehicles
(incl. e−bikes) on a city level 1
Number of EVs participating in
car−sharing schemes 1
Number of new EV charging
points rolled−out 1
Total carbon dioxide emission
reduction 1
Nitrogen oxides reduction due
to increased e−mobility 1
Sulfur dioxide reduction due to
increased e−mobility 1
Number of patents application
Number of peer−reviewed
publications
Similar projects where
cooperation is established
European cities included into
POCITYF D&E networks 1
Parties interested in using
POCITYF solutions 1
Number of new and feasible
product ideas generated 1
Memorandum of cooperation
with cities

≥35%

95

2

≥35%

1100

3

≥35%

11,965

5

≥35%

47.4

3

≥35%

268.4

3

≥7
≥16

2
18

2
5

(6, 10)

≥10

7

4

(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(2.5%,
35%)
(20, 30)

≥35%

106

4

≥35%

60

4

≥35%

14

1

≥30

21

4

Final PPI score (Project level):

Boundary values and related margins/intervals represent relative percentage change from target value.

2.6
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Appendix B
Table A2. Provisional assessment of SII on a City Level for the case of POCITYF SCC project. Interval/margin notation
follows ISO 80000-1:2009.
KPI

Functional
Unit (FU)

Assigned
Weight

Energy Demand and
Consumption
Degree of energetic
self-supply by RES
Self-sufficiency ratio

kWh/m2 /y

0.170

%

0.158

%

0.123

Energy Savings

%

0.213

kWp photovoltaic in- kWp/100inh.
stalled per 100 inhabitants
Smart Storage Capac- %
ity
Integrated Building %
Management Systems
Buildings in the city %
with smart energy meters
Final SII score of Energy Dimension:
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Carbon Dioxide Emission Reduction
Air Quality Index

0.067

Evaluation Scale
Indicative Margins
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Energy Dimension
≥100
[60, 80]
(40, 60)
(80,
100)
≤40%
(40%,
[60%,
(80%,
60%)
80%]
100%)
≤40%
(40%,
[60%,
(80%,
60%)
80%]
100%)
≤5%
(5%,
[30%,
(35%,
30%)
35%]
60%)
≤10
(10,
[150,
(300,
150)
300]
450)

0.123

≤30%

0.073

≤30%

0.073

≤30%

(30%,
50%)
(30%,
50%)
(30%,
50%)

[50%,
70%]
[50%,
70%]
[50%,
70%]

(70%,
90%)
(70%,
90%)
(70%,
90%)

FU
Input

Score

Weighted
Score

45

4

0.680

≥100% 110%

5

0.790

≥100% 101%

5

0.615

≥60%

19%

2

0.426

≥450

187

3

0.201

≥90%

100%

5

0.615

≥90%

65%

3

0.219

≥90%

85%

4

0.292

(5)

≤40

3.8

%

0.417

tCO2/cap./y

0.233

Index

0.350

Environmental Dimension
(10%,
[40%,
≤10%
40%)
50%]
≥10
(8, 10)
[6, 8]

≥100

(75,
100)

[50, 75]

(50%,
80%)
(4, 6)

≥80%

56%

4

1.668

≤4

5.3

4

0.932

(25, 50)

≤25

44

4

1.400

Final SII score of Environmental Dimension:

4.0

Total Investments

€/m2

0.150

Total Annual Costs

%

0.163

Payback Period
Years
Return on Investment %
(ROI)
New Business Ideas #/y/1000 bus.
Generated
Final SII score of Economic Dimension:
Increased Energy System Flexibility
Increased hosting capacity for RES/EVs
Improved Data Privacy
Quality of Open Data

0.327
0.177
0.183

Economic Dimension
(200,
[400,
≤200
400)
600]
≤30%
(30%,
[50%,
50%)
70%]
≥15
(11, 15)
[9, 11]
≤50%
(50%,
[90%,
90%)
110%]
≤10
(10, 30)
[30, 50]

(600,
800)
(70%,
90%)
(5, 9)
(110%,
200%)
(50, 70)

≥800

435

3

0.450

≥90%

61%

3

0.489

≤5
10
≥200% 100%

3
3

0.981
0.531

≥70

2

0.366

23

2.8

%

0.334

%

0.283

Likert Scale (1–5)

0.233

ICT Dimension
≤30%
(30%,
50%)
≤30%
(30%,
50%)
1
2

%

0.150

≤30%

(30%,
50%)

[50%,
70%]
[50%,
70%]
3

(70%,
90%)
(70%,
90%)
4

[50%,
70%]

(70%,
90%)

≥90%

72%

4

1.336

≥90%

55%

3

0.849

5

5

5

1.165

≥90%

95%

5

0.75

Final SII score of ICT Dimension:
EVs and Low-Carbon
Emission Vehicles
Number of EV charging points
Annual Energy delivered by charging
points
Number of passengers
using the new vehicles
Shared EVs and Bicycles Penetration Rate

4.1

%

0.283

# points/1000 inh.

0.283

Mobility Dimension
≤2%
(2%,
[5%,
5%)
10%]
≤2
(2, 4)
[4, 6]

kWh/y/point

0.107

≤40 K

(40 K,
60 K)

%

0.140

≤30%

%

0.187

≤0.1%

(30%,
50%)
(0.1%,
1%)

(10%,
20%)
(6, 8)

≥20%

1,70%

2

0.566

≥8

6.7

4

1.132

[60 K,
80 K]

(80 K,
100 K)

≥100
K

96 K

4

0.428

[50%,
70%]
[1%,
2.5%]

(70%,
90%)
(2.5%,
5%)

≥90%

63%

3

0.42

≥5%

0.40%

2

0.374
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Table A2. Cont.
Functional
Unit (FU)

KPI

Assigned
Weight
(1)

Evaluation Scale
Indicative Margins
(2)
(3)
(4)

FU
Input

Score

(5)

Final SII score of Mobility Dimension:

2.9

Local community in- Likert Scale (1–5)
volvement
Degree of satisfaction
Likert Scale (1–5)
Final SII score of Social Dimension:

0.306

Social Dimension
≤30%
(30%,
50%)
1
2

0.422

1

Online visits to the mu- #/100K inh./y
nicipal open data portal
Percentage of city ser- %
vices accessible online
Final SII score of Governance Dimension:

0.217

People reached

%

Social compatibility
Technical compatibility
Market demand
Diffusion to other locations

Weighted
Score

0.272

0.783

2

[50%,
70%]
3

(70%,
90%)
4

≥90%

60%

3

0.816

5

4

4

1.224

3

4

5

5

5

2.11
4.2

(120 K,
160 K)

≥160
K

75 K

2

0.434

(55%,
90%)

≥90%

75%

4

3.132

Governance Dimension
≤40 K
(40 K, [80 K,
80 K)
120 K]

≤10%

(10%,
45%)

[45%,
55%]

3.6

Likert Scale (1–5)
Likert Scale (1–5)

0.257
0.267

Likert Scale (1–5)
Likert Scale (1–5)

0.263
0.213

Propagation Dimension
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

3
3

3
3

0.771
0.801

4
4

5
5

5
4

5
4

1.315
0.852

Final SII score of Propagation Dimension:
Final SII score (City level):

3.7
3.6

Appendix C
Table A3. Provisional assessment of SPI on a City Level for the case of POCITYF SCC project—Sectors 1 and 2.
Sector 1: Resource Efficiency

Sector 2: Smart and
Reliable Infrastructure

KPI

Weight Weighted
Score

KPI

Weight Weighted
Score

Energy Savings
Energy Demand and Consumption
Self-sufficiency ratio

0.209
0.158
0.142

0.418
0.632
0.71

0.201
0.159
0.114

0.804
0.636
0.342

Degree of energetic self-supply by RES

0.101

0.505

0.089

0.356

Smart Storage Capacity
Increased energy System Flexibility

0.101
0.069

0.505
0.276

0.078
0.071

0.234
0.284

Total Annual Costs
Payback Period

0.058
0.058

0.174
0.174

0.062
0.062

0.186
0.186

Increased hosting capacity for RES/EVs
Integrated Building Management Systems in Buildings

0.052
0.052

0.156
0.156

Increased energy System Flexibility
Number of EV charging points
Integrated Building Management Systems
Buildings in the city with smart energy
meters
Increased hosting capacity for RES/EVs
Annual Energy delivered by charging
points
Technical compatibility
Number of passengers using the new vehicles
Quality of Open Data
Total Investments

0.051
0.051

0.255
0.153

Final SPI Score—Sector 1

3.7

Final SPI Score—Sector 2

3.7
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Table A4. Provisional assessment of SPI on a City Level for the case of POCITYF SCC project—Sectors 3 and 4.

Sector 3: Quality of Life
and Prosperity

Sector 4: Climate Change
Adaptation and Mitigation

KPI

Weight Weighted
Score

KPI

Weight Weighted
Score

Air Quality Index
Social compatibility
Degree of satisfaction
New Business Ideas Generated

0.158
0.123
0.011
0.104

0.632
0.369
0.055
0.208

0.149
0.140
0.138
0.091

0.596
0.560
0.552
0.182

People reached

0.104

0.312

0.091

0.455

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

0.094

0.376

0.089

0.178

Local community involvement
Market demand

0.089
0.089

0.356
0.445

0.074
0.064

0.148
0.192

Energy Savings

0.064

0.128

0.064

0.192

EVs and Low-Carbon Emission Vehicles
Carbon Dioxide Emission Reduction

0.064

0.128

0.050

0.150

0.050

0.200

0.050

0.150

Diffusion to other locations

0.050

0.200

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Air Quality Index
Carbon Dioxide Emission Reduction
EVs and Low-Carbon Emission Vehicles
Degree of energetic self-supply by
RES
Shared EVs and Bicycles Penetration
Rate
Energy Savings
Number of passengers using the
new vehicles
Increased hosting capacity for
RES/EVs
kWp photovoltaic installed per 100
inhabitants
kWp photovoltaic installed per 100
inhabitants
Energy Demand and Consumption

0.050

0.200

Final SPI Score—Sector 3

3.4

Final SPI Score—Sector 4

3.4
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